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THOUGHT  FOR  THE  WEEK:  Class Warfare is Never the Answer  By James Reed:   
     I admire Andrew Bolt and the great work that he is doing. However this column: http://www.heraldsun.com.au/blogs/
andrew-bolt/labors-society-of-bludgers/news-story/0dbb091e314d4419413ccf785d2a352b, “Labor’s Society of Bludgers,” seems to be 
reverting back to old fashioned class warfare. Of course, we know that the plan of the Left is to cause division, 
tribalism and warfare, in this case it is not identity politics but through its tax policy on high income earners, which 
they project will pull in $10.8 billion additional taxes over the next four years. This is not new and is part of what 
socialists do.
     Today, many people are struggling to even buy a reasonable quantity of groceries to keep body and soul 
together. There is no shortage of goods, but people do not have the money to purchase them. This is a dramatic 
illustration of the “deficiency of purchasing power”. This intuition says that there is something fundamentally 
wrong with the present cost/price system and that we need to solve this fundamental financial/economic problem. 
     The challenge for thinkers is to provide clear and conscise social credit answers for the flawed financial and 
economic system. There is no use “running harder” if you are heading in the wrong direction. All new monies 
come into existance through interest-bearing loans. All companies, (including government) operate with these 
loans which need to be continuously serviced in order to remain solvent (or balance the budget). This causes 
an expanding financial-debt treadmill that is impossible to get off. Our indebtedness levels will continue to rise 
and our local industries will be forever looking to expand their markets, (or expand their tax base) hence the 
destructive immigration policy (and increased taxes). 
     Without a full review - (Royal Commission into Banking and Finance-ed) - of the cost/price structure including 
the national dividend and consumer price subsidy so we are able to purchase what we produce, this issue will 
never be adequately resolved.     So, Andrew, how about a bit of thinking outside of the box! 
See further: Robert Klinck’s excellent videos available here: https://www.youtube.com/user/arnisluks13 - uploads  
OR in DVD format $25.00 posted from Doug Holmes 08 8289 0049 or M0421 925 557       ***
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The Price of Freedom is Eternal Vigilance

A WEEKLY COMMENTARY

THE LAST MAN By Brian Simpson
     A great existential survival article has appeared at the otherwise brief news service Breitbart.com: http://www.
breitbart.com/london/2017/07/30/malloch-europa-eurabia-last-man/  by Ted Malloch, “Europa, Eurabia and the Last Man,” July 
30, 2017.  The reference to the “last man,” is to the description given by the philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche 
(1844-1900) in Thus Spoke Zarathustra, to depict world-weary men, concerned only for their personal comfort 
and security, who are incapable of defence, and thus are called opportunistic pacifists. Nietzsche saw the West as 
heading towards the mass production of such “last men,” which would ultimately spell the doom of their societies 
when faced with an external threat. 
     The last man is radically distinct from the “over-man” who seeks to transcend the existing limits of the human 
condition, and build himself anew. Not so the last man, who is a coward and a slob: http://www.apotheosismagazine.com/
home/2016/10/7/what-is-the-last-man-nietzsche.  Today, we cultural critics would call them “sheeples,” the mindless mass of 
“zombies” (as Mike Adams at natural News.com, calls them), who let it all happen, or worse, simply support the 
system solely to reap rewards. The universities are full of these orcs and under-men.
     Back to the Malloch article. He notes that the vast flood of people from the Third world to the West, both 
Europe and the United States (but Australia and the rest of the West should be included) constitutes a great “death 
wish”:          (continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page) 
“The U.S. estimates it is now populated by millions of 
illegal and undocumented immigrants. In fact, about 
one-fourth of the 42.4 million foreign-born people 
living in the United States today are illegal immigrants 
– this amounts to roughly 10.5 million, according to an 
objective study by the Center for Immigration Studies.
Geostrategists cannot comprehend billions (yes, 
potentially billions) of people moving from South to 
North. They can’t comprehend the risk or the total 
effects of this — a world without borders. Yet it is 
something that globalist political leaders and flat 
worlders actually seek and actively endorse.
Europe will change. This will happen… is happening, 
in our lifetimes, with globalist elites endorsing it as 
benign or even laudatory. The ‘anywhere’ crowd with 
no attachment to place, custom or religion, favor such 
open borders.
The ‘somewhere’ folks who still have some degree 
of loyalty to national identity, tradition and religion 
do not share the same attitude. As the global elites 
get their way we witness the end of Europe and the 
emergence of the Last man.”

     The last man is incapable of rising to the challenge 
posed by mass migration, among other threats; as the 
conservative philosopher Roger Scruton has said, “Put 
simply, the citizens of Western states have lost their 
appetite for foreign wars; they have lost the hope of 

scoring any but temporary victories; and they have lost 
confidence in their way of life. Indeed, they are no longer 
sure what that way of life requires of them.”  
http://azure.org.il/include/print.php?id=485
     Thus, they are set to lose this way of life, which is fast 
happening now, according to Malloch:

“If present trends continue, and every evidence — 
from Merkel to Macron, from Sweden to Canada 
suggests it will (Trump excluded) — the migrants will 
not abate. They will continue to come (mostly single 
males of young adult status) en masse to open and 
willing arms.
Make no mistake this is nothing less than the utter 
and complete transformation of Europe into Eurabia, 
a cultural and political appendage of the Arab and 
Afro/Muslim world. This Eurabia is fundamentally 
anti-Christian, anti-Western, anti-American, and 
anti-Semitic.”

     Ironically, those who should be opposing this, support 
it, because of their own ideological agenda, thinking that 
the forces unleashed will wipe out their enemies, but not 
them, like two sumo wrestlers in a contest to see who 
survives from eating slices of poisonous fugu fish:  
http://www.nytimes.com/1981/11/29/travel/one-man-s-fugu-is-another-s-poison.html. 

     It is a delusional belief, indicating that the elites 
because of their hubris, and psychopathology, have 
not thought through the consequences of their grand 
experiment, or factored in Murphy’s Law.  ***

A RIPPER ANTI-IMMIGRATION ARTICLE  By James Reed

     A recent article has noted that about sixty percent of 
US respondents in two surveys want to stop all legal and 
illegal immigration. The polls, which gave people the 
freedom to voice their real thoughts, surprisingly showed 
that white American college graduates are more, not less, 
opposed to immigration than the average American. 

     Almost three-of-four white liberals hide their 
preference for zero net immigration, and they are more 
likely than moderates and conservatives in doing this. 
In fact, 71 percent of liberals support immigration 
restriction. That is good, but it will do nothing unless 
these people take action, and they are unlikely to do 
so, because it would threaten their jobs and creature 
comforts.

Now to Australia.  
     An article in Quadrant, July 26, 2017, E. R. Drabik,  
“The Great Immigration Non-Debate,” https://quadrant.
org.au/opinion/qed/2017/07/great-immigration-non-debate/,   points 
out that Australia is going in the opposite direction 
of much of the West, which has questioned continual 
mass migration, at least to some degree. Australia is 
accelerating its immigration like there is no tomorrow, 
and there probably won’t be at this rate:

“The numbers coming in are, quite frankly, insane. 
Over the last 12 years, annual average net immigration 
has tripled from its long-term historical average, 
to 210,000 people a year.  Australia is importing a 
population equivalent to Hobart each and every year 
or an Adelaide every six years, with this turbocharged 
intake expected to continue for decades. By way of 
comparison, Australia’s annual immigration inflow 
is roughly equal to that of Britain’s, despite Australia 
only having around a third of the population.
While the populations of most other developed 
countries have either stabilised or declined, Australia’s 
population surged by a staggering 21.5% between 
2003 and 2015 on the back of Canberra’s immigration-
on-’roids policy. 
If current trends continue unabated, Australia’s 
population is projected to nearly double by 2050, to 
over 40 million. Needless to say, this immigration-
fuelled population explosion will have a host of far-
reaching social, cultural, demographic, economic and 
environmental consequences. But practically no effort 
has been expended by governments considering what 
Australia will look like in 10, 20, 40 or 80 years under 
this high immigration scenario.  (continued on next page)
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ON TARGET GIFT SUBSCRIPTION: $45.00 p.a.
The young are looking for answers. How better than a “gift subscription” to the printed On Target.  

The weekly arrival of disseminated NEWS, warning about threats to Rights and Freedoms, will greatly 
assist in developing their character using individual initiative emboldend by lessons from the historical past. 
Follow on with the Social Dynamics Training Course and finally the Social Credit Training Course: alor.org

Three developmental steps to become the divine son (hero) rescuing the father (tradition):   
CONSIDER A GIFT SUBSCRIPTION TO ON TARGET AS SEEDING FOR OUR FUTURE!

(continued from previous page)   Canberra is rushing at 
breakneck speed while blindfolded towards a big, 
ultra-diverse Australia. In the long history of human 
folly, this must certainly be a stand-out.

Nor has the Turnbull government provided an official 
rationale as to why it is running the largest per capita 
immigration programme in the world. The entire sum 
of its immigration policy appears to be to bring in as 
many people as quickly as possible while assiduously 
burying any sort of public discussion on the issue. 
The government didn’t even mention the 2017-
18 permanent intake number in the budget papers. 
Immigration Minister Peter Dutton made no public 
statement on the matter. Dutton’s position atop a new 
super ministry, ostensibly to enhance national security, 
has been pilloried by pundits on both sides of politics 
as ministerial overreach. Yet, at the same time it has 
been reported that Dutton is considering outsourcing 
vast swaths of Australia’s immigration system to the 
private sector, effectively surrendering control over 
our borders. Rorters, dodgy middlemen and fifth 
columnists will be rubbing their hands in anticipation.”

     The article goes on to knock over the shonky 
economic arguments for mass immigration, as well as the 
ageing population one:

“As a small but growing number of commentators has 
quite rightly argued, large-scale immigration is being 
used to artificially pump up economic growth figures 
at the expense of the existing Australian population. 
While mass immigration may juice headline GDP 
growth numbers, the average Australian is no better 
off economically in per capita terms, as various studies 
have confirmed. And when one takes into account the 
greater congestion, higher housing costs, lower wages, 
intensified job competition, loss of amenity, and 
overburdened infrastructure and services linked to the 
present influx, there is a compelling case that wide-
open immigration is degrading the living standards of 
existing citizens.

Those peddling the myth that high immigration is 
good for all of us tend to be driven by either vested 
commercial interests or open-borders ideology. 
Australia’s GDP per capita growth rates over the last 
decade or so have been weak when compared to a

number of developed nations that have little to no 
immigration. Under current policy settings, Australia 
is experiencing largely prosperity-free growth. 
Economist Judith Sloan recently observed:

“Successive Australian governments have been 
keen to boost population growth through excessive 
immigration intakes and have been able to disguise 
two recessions by not measuring changes in GDP per 
capita.”

Despite the mounting problems associated with 
the current policy, the major parties remain silently 
locked in bi-partisan embrace of mass immigration. 
As Mark Latham has written, both the Liberal-
National Coalition and Labor have “caved in to pro-
immigration groups, property developers, big retailers 
and foolhardy Treasury officials who use planeloads 
of new arrivals to artificially inflate Australia’s GDP 
numbers.” The influence of this powerful growth 
lobby over government policy has previously been 
chronicled by sociologist Katharine Betts.”

     All good stuff, but for someone as old as me, I have 
heard it all before. Our country really is controlled by 
crony capitalism, and the corruption of this country is 
approaching South American standards. I find this all 
frustrating having been opposing this dispossession since 
the 1970s, without seeing any hope of victory; on the 
contrary, Australia has begun to rot, and we opposing this 
have become like Shakespearean vapours.  ***

     Tony Abbott effectively nails the republican issue 
on the head (‘Imagine Bill our Head of Fate’, 2/8) by 
reminding us that the Crown gives us ‘national continuity 
and a focus of loyalty that’s above politics’. Something 
enormously valuable that has been bequeathed to 
Australia by the British people’s 1100 year-old 
constitutional history will be lost if the republican 
campaign is successful. Abbott could have added that 
a constitutional monarchy, based on sacred tradition, is 
by far the best protection of a people against tyranny, 
whether that is based on inadequate ideology pushed by 
‘green-left’ witchdoctors, lust for power in unbalanced 
persons or financial greed of cliques of merchants.
Nigel Jackson, Belgrave, Vic    ***

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
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     Another terrorist plan thwarted due to our skilled 
Security forces who discovered the plan to detonate a 
bomb aboard a passenger aeroplane. Four men have been 
arrested in the Sydney area and early reports suggest the 
plot has an Islamic background. 
     Actionists should use the opportunity, while so 
topical, to send their MP’s and Senators, the double sided 
page from the “Stop Terrorism – Stop Immigration” 
campaign in the recent printed On Target.  
     If you have mislaid the copy, contact Head Office for 
another copy. 

Head Office details are: 
PO Box 27, Happy Valley. SA 5159 or  

email  heritagebooks@alor.org or 
Ph  08 8387 6574

     -- ND

TARGET FOR THE WEEK

     Ron Asher, In his new updated edition of  
“In The Jaws of the Dragon: How China is Taking Over 
New Zealand and Australia”, ($40 posted from Tross 
Publishing.co.nz, 2017), is well recommended for all 
concerned about China’s aggressive buy ups of lands 
across the world, but that is not what I want to focus on 
here.

     The bulk of the book performs the valuable task of 
locating China as a military threat to the free world. 
Trump, at the time of writing has blamed China for the 
North Korean missile tests, basically because China 
could have stopped them, but China has most likely 
given nuclear technical aid to North Korea to advance 
its nuclear program. Even the mainstream papers, which 
generally fall all over China, are beginning to publish 
articles expressing some concern about China’s military 

might: The Australian,  
August 1, 2017, p. 11.

     The core argument made by 
Asher, is that nationals should 
be concerned about Chinese 
foreign investment because of 
national security issues. 

     China is a communist 
authoritarian country, and is 
continuous with the China 
that butchered millions of its 
own people under Mao. It is 

a country seeking world domination, Asher shows, and 
Australia and New Zealand are just bite-size snacks in 
the scheme of things. Our resources are considered to be 
China’s resources.

SWALLOWED BY THE DRAGON  By James Reed

     China, Asher shows, is a non-liberal authoritarian 
regime that has severe restrictions on freedom of speech, 
association and religion, holding millions of people in 
labour camps for thought crimes. Meanwhile “craven 
and callous Western leaders wine and dine with China’s 
Politburo.” The genocide of Tibet, seldom mentioned 
by the mainstream press should make any reasonable 
person concerned about this regime. It is insane that our 
chattering class, who attack ordinary folk over “racism,” 
are silent about China’s human rights abuses, because of 
political correctness, and money.

     Yet, being a non-white communist country, China 
is beloved by the Left who while seeing every minute 
wrong with Whites, can see no evil there, such is the 
level of the Left’s White Pathology.

     Asher, though, does not see China as becoming No. 
1 economically, as China is set to crash by 2020, due 
to inherent defects in trying to run a capitalist economy 
along communist lines, with many state run corporations 
now bankrupt, but kept in the black by fraudulent 
accounting.

     The solution for Australians and New Zealand: “It 
is time for Australians and New Zealanders to shake 
themselves out of their apathy and get to grips with 
the issue which is this: do we wish to be true to its 
foundation and heritage, and retain its democracy and 
sovereign independence, or become a majority subsidiary 
of China Inc., the business arm of the world’s most 
oppressive dictatorship?” (p.332)

     Which way, Western man?   ***


